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COMMENTS OF SPRINT NEXTEL CORPORATION 

Sprint Nextel Corporation ("Sprint") pursuant to the Public Notice released on March 8, 

2013, (DA 13-363) , hereby respectfully submits its comments on proposed revisions to the FCC 

Forms 472,473 and 474. These three forms are central to theE-rate program, as they are the 

basis of the process by which schools and libraries can obtain their universal service support for 

their E-rate eligible devices and equipment. Thus, it is extremely important that the forms are 

very clear and make the process of reimbursement as efficient as possible, so that service 

providers will participate in the program. 

Sprint is commenting below on two ofthe three forms: the Form 473, which is the 

"Service Provider Annual Certification Form," and the Form 474, which is the "Service Provider 

Invoice Form." Sprint is concerned the proposed changes to these forms may unnecessarily, and 

perhaps inadvertently, increase the burden on service providers, as discussed below. 

Currently, most service providers file the Form 474 electronically within a delimited 

format, which is encrypted and delivered to sldform@sl.universalservice.org for processing. 

This process works extremely well. Sprint is concerned that the proposed changes to the Form 

474 may impact the current electronic filing. Specifically, Sprint is concerned that the service 

provider filing the Form 474 may no longer be able to rely on the Form 473 for its certifications. 



The result of this change is that service providers will be required to submit certifications on 

paper for each and every individual request. This change may require thousands of individual 

certifications, which would increase the service providers' costs significantly due to the time it 

will take to prepare and sign each certification. The Commission has provided no reason for 

this change, which will increase the burden on service providers. Absent some basis for the 

change, Sprint strongly urges the Commission to retain the current certification process to avoid 

additional burden on the E-rate service providers. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

Is! Charles W McKee 
Charles W. McKee 
Vice President, Government Affairs 

Norina T. May 
Director, Government Affairs 
900 Seventh Street NW, Suite 700 
Washington, DC 20001 
(703) 592-5111 


